Topic/Lesson:
Objectives:

Grammar/Editing - Atlantic Sturgeon Article
Students will be able to:
•

Identify grammatical and mechanical mistakes.

•

Demonstrate their editing knowledge by accurately correcting
mistakes.

Materials:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EagleTribune.com or hard copy of article
Pencils, erasers
Red pens/Highlighters for marking mistakes in article if desired
Dictionaries
White Composition paper
Editing Guideline Paper
Punctuation Marks Paper – view at link below
http://www.boiseschools.org/curriculum/la_supplement/editing_sy
mbols.pdf

Vocabulary:

•
•
•
•

Edit
Grammatical mistakes
Mechanical mistakes
Atlantic sturgeon

Procedures:

1) Ask desk partners/groups to brainstorm some common grammar
and mechanical rules they follow when writing.
2) Discuss these ideas and create a visual list somewhere in the room
for students to access during the lesson.
3) Write the following sentence on the board “i think the red Sox will.
win the wurld series this very year?”
4) Have volunteers identify the mistakes in the above sentence and
offer ways to fix the sentence.
5) Discuss that students will receive an article from the newspaper.
This article has been tampered with, and now there are grammatical
and mechanical mistakes that they are responsible for identifying
and correcting.
6) Students will read the article and highlight any mistakes they find.
7) Next students will work on editing, and fixing the mistakes.
8) Students will rewrite the edited article on white composition paper.
9) Partners will compare their edited version.
10) Class discussion on the mistakes each student highlighted and
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which alternatives they used to fix each mistake.
11) If time allows, give the Original Published Article to the students.
If there is time, you can ask them to try to find any possible errors
that the author might have missed.
Accommodations/
Modifications:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preferential seating
Peer partnering/cooperative learning
Multiple step instructions/guidelines/strategy
Teacher check-ins
Refocusing
Checklists
Step-by-step written instructions
Scribing when necessary/alphasmarts
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Sample Article with Errors: Student Copy
NewburyportNews.com, Newburyport, MA
June 19, 2008

'It was just the scariest, prehistoric-looking fish' Second catch of rare Atlantic sturgeon in a
year
By Stephen Tait
NEWBURYPORT — Its a rare catch for sure, but for the second straight summer a fishermen on the
merrimack River landed a primitive Atlantic sturgin.
the fish, which grows to lengths of 15 fet, live for long as six decades and are some of the most primtive
animals in the waters of north america. They are on the state's endangered list and are not a usual catch in
locale waters known for populations of stripers and Bluefish.
But Joe giambarresi found out Tusday. that rare does not mean impossible.
Giambarresi, of Amesbury, said he out fishing at the mouth of the river — which was rough with larrge,
rolling waves — and was seeing some success? Giambarresi said he and friend Vance DeVincent of dracut
had caught four or five stripers and an bluefish that breaked the line.
That's when they hook what they thought was a massive striped bass.
We thought it was a 60-pound striper," Giambarresi said.
Giambarresi said when hooked, the sturgeon took off and taked almost all the line with it He said they had
to back up their boat to gain ground on the fish. Finaly, he said, they reeled the fish to the boat
"It was just the scaryest, prehistoric-looking fish," he said of the 5- to 6-foot-long fish. "It was the most
amazeing thing to see this fish.
Last August, Jeff Hajjar, a Methuen nativ who now lives in Idaho, telled a similar story of catching a 6-footlong sturgeon. Hajjar, like Giambarresi, said when he hook the fish it also quickly swam away from the boat
taking loads of line with it.
"He was an big son of a gun," Hajjar said in an interview last years. "We thought we caught some kind of
giant shark at first"
kristen Ferry, a fish biologist for the state Division of Marine Fisheries, said last year that catching a
sturgeon in the Merimack is not a normal occurrence and echo those feelings about the most recent
sturgeon catch.
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"I still think it is a rare thing, she said.

"It is pretty unusual."

Ferry said the Atlantic sturgeon is a migratory fish and moves up and down the East coast of the united
States. She said biologests will find a sturgeon that has originated in southern states and Migrated to the bays
and waterways of the Northeast.
The biologist said the catch, which Giambarresi and DeVincent throw back once they realized it was a
sturgeon, comes at the same time as reports as recent as yesterday of a dead sturgeon floating in the mouth
of the merrimack River. She said several people sented in pictures of the dead fish, but as of yesterday
afternoon, it had not been located by officials
But Ferry said the dead fish and Giambarresi's fish are not the same ones. She said the dead one is much
smaller and probly a different species — one that live primarily in brackish river water.
ironically, Giambarresi's catch likly wouldn't have happened if it weren't for high Gas prices.
Giambarresi and DeVincent work together at Security Pest Elimination, which DeVincent owns, where they
take off occasional afternoons to cast their lines. In years past, they made frequent trips to Halibut Point or
Jeffrey's Ledge.
But with a gallen of gas for boaters nearing $5, DeVincent, who also owns the boat, said he is staying in the
river much more often these day.
"The upside was there were alots of fish of all kinds (in the river)," Giambarresi wrote in a e-mail.
The origins of Atlantic sturgeon date back more than 120 milion years, and the animals grow to as big as 15
feet and 800 pounds, according the chesapeake Bay Program, a restoration partnership for that body of
water, which is a popular place for sturgeon to live and spawn.
Sturgeon does not have scales but rather five rows of bony plates called scutes. They use their hard snouts
to look for food along the bottom of the waterways? They typically eat mollusks and crustaceans.
The first market for sturgeon on the East Coast started in 1628 in Brunswick, maine, according to the
Chesapeake Bay Program. Beyond food, the fish's skin was used as leather for clothing and book bindings.
sturgeon are still valuable, especially the roe which used for caviar that can fetch more than $250 a pound.
The fish usualy spawns in rivers. Juveniles stay in the fresh or brackish water for won to six years before
moving out to the ocean. The fish tend to stay close to the sure when they become adults.
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Original Published Article
NewburyportNews.com, Newburyport, MA
June 19, 2008

'It was just the scariest, prehistoric-looking fish' Second catch of rare Atlantic sturgeon in a
year
By Stephen Tait
NEWBURYPORT — It's a rare catch for sure, but for the second straight summer, a fisherman on the
Merrimack River landed a primitive Atlantic sturgeon.
The fish, which grows to lengths of 15 feet, live for as long as six decades and are some of the most
primitive animals in the waters of North America. They are on the state's endangered list and are not a usual
catch in local waters known for populations of stripers and bluefish.
But Joe Giambarresi found out Tuesday that rare does not mean impossible.
Giambarresi, of Amesbury, said he was out fishing at the mouth of the river — which was rough with large,
rolling waves — and was seeing some success. Giambarresi said he and friend Vance DeVincent of Dracut
had caught four or five stripers and a bluefish that broke the line.
That's when they hooked what they thought was a massive striped bass.
"We thought it was a 60-pound striper," Giambarresi said.
Giambarresi said when hooked, the sturgeon took off and took almost all the line with it. He said they had
to back up their boat to gain ground on the fish. Finally, he said, they reeled the fish to the boat.
"It was just the scariest, prehistoric-looking fish," he said of the 5- to 6-foot-long fish. "It was the most
amazing thing to see this fish."
Last August, Jeff Hajjar, a Methuen native who now lives in Idaho, told a similar story of catching a 6-footlong sturgeon. Hajjar, like Giambarresi, said when he hooked the fish it also quickly swam away from the
boat taking loads of line with it.
"He was a big son of a gun," Hajjar said in an interview last year. "We thought we caught some kind of giant
shark at first."
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Kristen Ferry, a fish biologist for the state Division of Marine Fisheries, said last year that catching a
sturgeon in the Merrimack is not a normal occurrence and echoed those feelings about the most recent
sturgeon catch.
"I still think it is a rare thing," she said. "It is pretty unusual."
Ferry said the Atlantic sturgeon is a migratory fish and moves up and down the East Coast of the United
States. She said biologists will find a sturgeon that has originated in southern states and migrated to the bays
and waterways of the Northeast.
The biologist said the catch, which Giambarresi and DeVincent threw back once they realized it was a
sturgeon, comes at the same time as reports as recent as yesterday of a dead sturgeon floating in the mouth
of the Merrimack River. She said several people have sent in pictures of the dead fish, but as of yesterday
afternoon, it had not been located by officials.
But Ferry said the dead fish and Giambarresi's fish are not the same ones. She said the dead one is much
smaller and probably a different species — one that lives primarily in brackish river water.
Ironically, Giambarresi's catch likely wouldn't have happened if it weren't for high gas prices.
Giambarresi and DeVincent work together at Security Pest Elimination, which DeVincent owns, where they
take off occasional afternoons to cast their lines. In years past, they made frequent trips to Halibut Point or
Jeffrey's Ledge.
But with a gallon of gas for boaters nearing $5, DeVincent, who also owns the boat, said he is staying in the
river much more often these days.
"The upside was there were lots of fish of all kinds (in the river)," Giambarresi wrote in an e-mail.
The origins of Atlantic sturgeon date back more than 120 million years, and the animals grow to as big as 15
feet and 800 pounds, according the Chesapeake Bay Program, a restoration partnership for that body of
water, which is a popular place for sturgeon to live and spawn.
Sturgeon do not have scales but rather five rows of bony plates called scutes. They use their hard snouts to
look for food along the bottom of the waterways. They typically eat mollusks and crustaceans.
The first market for sturgeon on the East Coast started in 1628 in Brunswick, Maine, according to the
Chesapeake Bay Program. Beyond food, the fish's skin was used as leather for clothing and book bindings.
Sturgeon are still valuable, especially the roe, which is used for caviar that can fetch more than $250 a
pound.
The fish usually spawns in rivers. Juveniles stay in the fresh or brackish water for one to six years before
moving out to the ocean. The fish tend to stay close to the shore when they become adults.
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Editing Guidelines using COPS (Capitalization, Organization, Punctuation, Spelling)
Use punctuation mark paper to mark up article or story you are editing.
Capitalization
- Every sentence must start with a capital letter.
- I should always be capitalized.
- Always capitalize proper nouns (specific names, titles and places).
- There should be NO capitals in the middle of sentences unless it is for proper nouns.
- Use capital letters to begin dialogue.
Organization
- Make sure every sentence is a complete thought – no fragments or missing words.
- Every sentence must have a subject and a predicate.
- Separate run on sentences with punctuation.
Punctuation
- Every sentence should end with the correct punctuation. (.,!,?)
- Use “quotation marks” when someone is talking (dialogue).
- Use commas when you list two or more things. (book, pencil, and notebook)
- Make sure all contractions have apostrophes (wouldn’t)
Spelling
- Make sure every word is spelled correctly.
- Look up questionable words in the dictionary.
- Spell out numbers (one, two, three).
- Make sure the correct homophones are used (bear or bare)

Sample Article with Errors: Teacher Answer Key
NewburyportNews.com, Newburyport, MA
June 19, 2008

'It was just the scariest, prehistoric-looking fish' Second catch of rare Atlantic sturgeon in a
year
By Stephen Tait
NEWBURYPORT — It’s a rare catch for sure, but for the second straight summer, a fishermen fisherman
on the merrimack Merrimack River landed a primitive Atlantic sturgin sturgeon.
The The fish, which grows to lengths of 15 fet feet, live for long as six decades and are some of the most
primtive primitive animals in the waters of north america North America. They are on the state's
endangered list and are not a usual catch in locale local waters known for populations of stripers and
Bluefish bluefish.
But Joe giambarresi Giambarresi found out Tusday. Tuesday that rare does not mean impossible.
Giambarresi, of Amesbury, said he was out fishing at the mouth of the river — which was rough with large
large, rolling waves — and was seeing some success?. Giambarresi said he and friend Vance DeVincent of
dracut Dracut had caught four or five stripers and an a bluefish that breaked broke the line.
That's when they hooked what they thought was a massive striped bass.
We thought it was a 60-pound striper," Giambarresi said.
Giambarresi said when hooked, the sturgeon took off and taked took almost all the line with it. He said they
had to back up their boat to gain ground on the fish. Finaly Finally, he said, they reeled the fish to the boat.
"It was just the scaryest scariest, prehistoric-looking fish," he said of the 5- to 6-foot-long fish. "It was the
most amazeing amazing thing to see this fish.
Last August, Jeff Hajjar, a Methuen native who now lives in Idaho, telled told a similar story of catching a 6foot-long sturgeon. Hajjar, like Giambarresi, said when he hooked the fish it also quickly swam away from
the boat taking loads of line with it.
"He was an a big son of a gun," Hajjar said in an interview last years year. "We thought we caught some
kind of giant shark at first."
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kristen Kristen Ferry, a fish biologist for the state Division of Marine Fisheries, said last year that catching a
sturgeon in the Merimack Merrimack is not a normal occurrence and echoed those feelings about the most
recent sturgeon catch.
"I still think it is a rare thing,” she said.

"It is pretty unusual."

Ferry said the Atlantic sturgeon is a migratory fish and moves up and down the East coast Coast of the
united United States. She said biologests biologists will find a sturgeon that has originated in southern states
and Migrated migrated to the bays and waterways of the Northeast.
The biologist said the catch, which Giambarresi and DeVincent throw threw back once they realized it was a
sturgeon, comes at the same time as reports as recent as yesterday of a dead sturgeon floating in the mouth
of the merrimack Merrimack River. She said several people sented sent in pictures of the dead fish, but as of
yesterday afternoon, it had not been located by officials.
But Ferry said the dead fish and Giambarresi's fish are not the same ones. She said the dead one is much
smaller and probly probably a different species — one that live primarily in brackish river water.
Ironically Ironically, Giambarresi's catch likly likely wouldn't have happened if it weren't for high Gas gas
prices.
Giambarresi and DeVincent work together at Security Pest Elimination, which DeVincent owns, where they
take off occasional afternoons to cast their lines. In years past, they made frequent trips to Halibut Point or
Jeffrey's Ledge.
But with a gallen gallon of gas for boaters nearing $5, DeVincent, who also owns the boat, said he is staying
in the river much more often these days.
"The upside was there were alots lots of fish of all kinds (in the river)," Giambarresi wrote in a an e-mail.
The origins of Atlantic sturgeon date back more than 120 milion million years, and the animals grow to as
big as 15 feet and 800 pounds, according the chesapeake Chesapeake Bay Program, a restoration partnership
for that body of water, which is a popular place for sturgeon to live and spawn.
Sturgeon does do not have scales but rather five rows of bony plates called scutes. They use their hard
snouts to look for food along the bottom of the waterways?. They typically eat mollusks and crustaceans.
The first market for sturgeon on the East Coast started in 1628 in Brunswick, maine Maine, according to the
Chesapeake Bay Program. Beyond food, the fish's skin was used as leather for clothing and book bindings.
sturgeon Sturgeon are still valuable, especially the roe which is used for caviar that can fetch more than $250
a pound.
The fish usualy usually spawns in rivers. Juveniles stay in the fresh or brackish water for won one to six
years before moving out to the ocean. The fish tend to stay close to the sure shore when they become
adults.
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